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Three Perspectives
• Funders
• US initiatives: Cyberinfrastructure (CI) enabled science
• UK initiatives: e-Science
• Researchers
• Universities

“Matrices of relationships, approaches and sets of goals”
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

Future Focus
• Computational Discovery, Computational Thinking for All at Various Service Levels
• Modeling, Simulation, Prediction, Exacting Knowledge from Data (of all kinds) UK initiatives:
e-Science, “Fourth Paradigm”
• ICT/Cyberinfrastructure Rationalization, Multi-Use Cyberinfrastructure. Focus on Efficiency and
Mission Effectiveness, Consolidate Demand and Sourcing of Services/
• End-to End Performance: Portfolio of Options, Campus and “Above the Campus”, International
• HPC: High Performance Computing --> High Performance Collaboration
• Managing Data in Difficult Times: policies, strategies, technologies and infrastructure to manage
research and teaching data in a fast changing technological and economic environment. Who
has the responsibility?
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

Definition should likely now
be made more agnostic wrt
technology

Original UK Definition of e-science by
Sir John Taylor
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“a new age has dawned in
scientific and engineering research,
pushed by continuing progress in
computing, information, and
communication technology, and
pulled by the expanding
complexity, scope, and scale of
today’s challenges. The capacity of
this technology has crossed
thresholds that now make possible
a comprehensive
“cyberinfrastructure” on which to
build new types of scientific and
engineering knowledge
environments and organizations
and to pursue research in new
ways and with increased efficacy.”

http://www.nsf.gov/oci
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The accompanying requirement for
multi-disciplinary, multi-investigator,
multi-institutional approach
(often international in scope).

Discrete Automata
models
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Atoms

The inherent complexity,
multi-scale, and multi-science
nature of today’s frontier science
challenges.

Number Scale (over size scale from Angstroms to Km)

e-science (research enabled by
e-infrastructure/ICT) is
increasingly essential for meeting
21st century challenges in
scientific discovery and learning
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The high data intensity and
heterogeneity from simulations,
digital instruments, sensor nets,
and observatories.
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The increased scale and value of
data and demand for semantic
federation, active curation and
long-term preservation of access.
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And the need to engage more
students in high quality, authentic,
passion-building science and
engineering education.
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e-science

CI-enabled
science

Virtual
Environments

Data &
High
Performance Visualization/
Interaction
Computing
Learning & Work Force Needs
& Opportunities

Note: Many other reports on discipline-specific visions of and drivers for e-Science are available at www.nsf.gov/oci

a new vision for Science
 Global challenges with high societal impact
 Data deluge… wet-labs versus virtual-labs
 Improved scientific process
 Cross-disciplinarity

networking
grids
instrumentation
computing
data curation…

revolution
in science &
engineering,
research &
education

value added of
distributed
collaborative
research (virtual
communities)

Application pull

Technology push

 Virtual Research Communities

•••

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/collaboration/fourthparadigm/

The Fourth Paradigm:
Data-Intensive Scientific Discovery

Opportunities for Research and NIH
by Francis S. Collins, Director

POLICYFORUM
RESEARCH AGENDA

Opportunities for Research and NIH
Francis S. Collins

The power of the molecular approach to health and disease has
steadily gained momentum over the past several decades and is
now poised to catalyze a revolution in medicine. The foundation
of success in biomedical research has always been, and no doubt
will continue to be, the creative insights of individual

But increasingly those
investigators are working in teams,
accelerated by interdisciplinary
approaches and empowered by open
access to tools, databases, and
technologies, so a careful balance is needed between

High-Throughput Technologies

In the past, most biomedical basic science
projects required investigators to limit their
scope to a single aspect of cell biology or
physiology. The revolution now sweeping the field is the ability to be comprehensive—for example, to define all of the genes
of the human or a model organism, all of the
human proteins and their structures, all of the
common variations in the genome, all of the
major pathways for signal transduction in the
cell, all of the patterns of gene expression in
the brain, all of the steps involved in early
development, or all of the components of
the immune system. Further development of
technologies in areas such as DNA sequencing, imaging, nanotechnology, proteomics,
metabolomics, small-molecule screening,
and RNA interference are ripe for aggressive
investment. Furthermore, these technologies
will spur the production of massive and complex data sets and will require major investments in computational biology.
As one example, the Cancer Genome
Atlas (1) is now poised to derive comprehen-

sive information about the genetic underpinnings of 20 major tumor types. This information will likely force a complete revision of diagnostic categories in cancer and
will usher in an era where abnormal pathways in specific tumors will be matched
with the known targets of existing therapeutics. Another example is the opportunity to
understand how interactions between ourselves and the microbes that live on us and in
us (the “microbiome”) can influence health
and disease (2).
Translational Medicine

Critics have complained in the past that NIH
is too slow to translate basic discoveries into
new diagnostic and treatment advances in the
clinic. Some of that criticism may have been
deserved, but often the pathway from molecular insight to therapeutic benefit was just not
discernible. For many disorders, that is now
changing. Three major factors have contributed to this: (i) the discovery of the fundamental basis of hundreds of diseases has advanced
dramatically; (ii) with support from the NIH
Roadmap, academic investigators supported
by NIH now have access to resources to
enable them to convert fundamental observations into assays that can be used to screen
hundreds of thousands of candidates for drug
development; (iii) public-private partnerships
are being more widely embraced in the drugdevelopment pipeline to enable biotech and
pharmaceutical companies to pick up promising compounds that have been effectively
“de-risked” by academic investigators and to

Interdisciplinary,
team-based
e-Science

investigator-initiated projects and large-scale community
resource programs. For both individual and large-scale efforts, it
is appropriate to identify areas of particular promise. Here are
five such areas that are ripe for major advances that could reap
substantial downstream benefits.

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892, USA.
E-mail: collinsf@mail.nih.gov
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bring them to clinical trials and U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) approval.
As one example, the NIH Therapeutics for
Rare and Neglected Diseases (TRND) (3) program will allow certain promising compounds
to be taken through the preclinical phase by
NIH, in an open environment where the world’s
experts on the disease can be involved. Furthermore, as information about common diseases increases, many are being resolved into
distinct molecular subsets, and so the TRND
model will be even more widely applicable.
The first human protocol (for spinal cord
injury) involving human embryonic stem
cells (hESCs) was approved by the FDA in
2009, and the opening up of federal support for hESC research will bring many
investigators into this field. The capability of transforming human skin fibroblasts
and other cells into induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) opens up a powerful strategy
for therapeutic replacement of damaged or
abnormal tissues without the risk of transplant rejection (4–6). Although much work
remains to be done to investigate possible
risks, the iPSC approach stands as one of the
most breathtaking advances of the last several years, and every effort should be made
to pursue the basic and therapeutic implications with maximum speed.
Benefiting Health Care Reform

U.S. expenditures on health care now represent 17% of our Gross Domestic Product,
are continuing to grow, and are excessive as
a percentage of per capita gross income com-
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he mission of the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) is science in pursuit
of fundamental knowledge about the
nature and behavior of living systems and
the application of that knowledge to extend
healthy life and to reduce the burdens of illness and disability. The power of the molecular approach to health and disease has
steadily gained momentum over the past
several decades and is now poised to catalyze a revolution in medicine. The foundation of success in biomedical research has
always been, and no doubt will continue to
be, the creative insights of individual investigators. But increasingly those investigators are working in teams, accelerated by
interdisciplinary approaches and empowered by open access to tools, databases, and
technologies, so a careful balance is needed
between investigator-initiated projects and
large-scale community resource programs.
For both individual and large-scale efforts,
it is appropriate to identify areas of particular promise. Here are five such areas that are
ripe for major advances that could reap substantial downstream benefits.

CREDITS: (LEFT TO RIGHT) ODOM AND O’HALLORAN/NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY; LINDA BARTLETT/NCI, NIH; BILL BRANSON/NCI,NIH; NASA; BILL BRANSON/NIDCR, NIH
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investigators.
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The promise of fundamental advances in
diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of
disease has never been greater.

e-Infrastructure and e-Science as a
Platform for Meeting Grand Challenges
Digital economy

Nanoscale:
engineering to app

Aging research:
lifelong health &
wellbeing

Global Security

Living with
environmental
change

Energy

Grand Challenge Research
Initiatives

Further Opportunities??

e-research
e-urgent response
e-science
e-arts & humanities
e-infrastructure (shared & specific)

e-learning

UK e-infrastructure for
Science and Innovation

sets out the requirements for a national e-infrastructure to help ensure the
UK maintains and indeed enhances its global standing in science and
innovation in an increasingly competitive world.

Executive Summary
The growth of the UK’s knowledge-based economy
depends significantly upon the continued support of
the research community and in particular its
activities to engage with industry and to apply its
world-leading innovations to commercial use. A
national e-infrastructure for research provides a
vital foundation for the UK’s science base,
supporting not only rapidly advancing technological
developments, but also the increasing possibilities
for knowledge transfer and the creation of wealth.
http://www.nesc.ac.uk/documents/OSI/index.html

Six Working Groups:
Data & information creation • Preservation &
curation • Search & navigation • Virtual
research communities • Networks, compute
and data storage • Authentication,
authorisation, accounting, middleware, and
digital rights management

The
Research
University
in the Digital Age

e-Science

e-Humanities & Arts
e-Learning
e-Development
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the RCUK e-Science Program

Available at
• http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/
SiteCollectionDocuments/
Publications/reports/RCUKeScienceReviewReport.pdf
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Findings and
Recommendations

The UK has created a “jewel” -- a pioneering, vital
activity of enormous strategic importance to the pursuit
of scientific knowledge and the support of allied learning.
The UK e-Science Programme is in a world-leading position.

Golden Jubilee
Diamond

Investments are already empowering significant contributions in the UK and beyond.
The UK must decide whether to create the necessary combination of financial,
organisational, and policy commitments to capitalise on their prior investments,.
e-Science is an organic, emergent process requiring ongoing, coordinated investment
from multiple funders and coordinated action by multiple research and infrastructure
communities. It is both an enabler of research and an object of research,
The UK should continue to nurture a robust infrastructure that couples and
balances research, application development, and training processes.
None of this is easy, but done well could achieve enormous reward.

SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS:
STRENGTHS (1)
Produced competent people for both academia and industry.
Created and enriched interdisciplinary collaborations (faculty & students) that
are increasingly important for progress at the frontiers of scientific discovery.
Created interdisciplinary e-science doctoral training programs.
Stimulated industry up-take of e-science.
Situated the UK reputation in e-science among the top nations.	

 	

Accelerated the penetration of e-science capability in UK and Europe.
Contributed significantly to establishing standards and tools for national and
european consortial networked science projects.

SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS:
STRENGTHS (2)
Stimulated university leaders to establish e-science buildings and organizations
on campus.
Promoted recognition of digital data as an asset and the need for greater
attention to its stewardship.
But still lacking adequate repository capacity and the trained human capacity that is needed.

Supported directly and indirectly scientific international collaborations.
But very little (any?) participation by developing countries.

Enabled science not otherwise possible.
Initiated a national framework for sharing large-scale resources that will be
increasingly important to both large and small scale research and education.

SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS:
STRENGTHS (3)
Supported important work in the humanities and social sciences.
Promoted increasing standardization for data interoperability and aggregation.
Promoted interdisciplinary work and provided mechanisms to link projects to
projects on an on going way. (All-hands Meetings; community building
activities)
Leveraged investments from other sources (regional, industrial, international)
Stimulated local/regional economies.
Accelerated the productivity of researchers and science processes.
Accomplished some knowledge/technology transfer but there could be more.

SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS:
WEAKNESS (1)
Too early and rapid reduction of core funding and high level leadership,
resulting in
Sense of abandonment by some researchers and career shift away from escience
Failure to reap the benefits of prior investments.
The time constants for real transformative impact and significant competitive advantage is
decades.

Reduced momentum of an important movement in which UK established
a global leadership role
Perception that RCs don't appreciate the strategic importance of e-science
and the special handling that it still needs

SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS:
WEAKNESS (2)
Lack of models for sustaining/maintaining software, platform/infrastructure
operations, and data resources
e-infrastructure providers are being forced to compete for research funding (rather than
targeted infrastructure/facilities funding) every two years

Missed opportunities to transfer successful software tools/systems and best
practices to other fields. Lack of regularized processes and organizations to
do so.

SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS:
WEAKNESS (3)
Lack of adequate structure, leadership, and resources to promote constructive
interplay and achieving balance (1) between shared/generic and specific einfrastructure and (2) between e-science core and disciplinary research.
This situation raises barriers to interdisciplinary work; to developing and exploiting common
infrastructure, middleware, tools, systems; and to interoperability between disciplines, projects,
platforms and shared use of resource

Overly focused on computational "grid" platforms
Good fit to physics but not necessarily all other domains. But there are variations in what "grid"
means. (computational, data, all types of resources)

Knowledge transfer (KT) potential higher than was actually achieved. Need
more systematic and staffed KT processes.

SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS:
WEAKNESS (4)
Shortage of women participants (as judged by data in evidence document
and gender balance during review)
Gaps in the e-science program conceptualization.
sensor networks
usability, human-computer-interaction
understanding of social/behaviors barriers to technology mediate
science collaboration and ways to design systems and processes to
reduce barriers

Crossing the Chasm – Modified

e-Science Prog.

Recent novel examples of government, industry, academia partnerships on e-Science research
http://www.networkworld.com/community/
node/27219

http://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?
cntn_id=116336&org=NSF&from=news

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/05/science/
05cloud.html

Creating a
Transformative
e-Science
Programme is
a Complex
Balancing Act

CIC = Committee for
Inter Institutional
Committee www.cic.net
University of Chicago
University of Illinois
Indiana University
University of Iowa
University of Michigan
University of Nebraska
Michigan State
University
University of Minnesota
Northwestern University
Ohio State University
Pennsylvania State
University
Purdue University
University of WisconsinMadison

University Perspective

CIC = Committee for Inter Institutional Committee
www.cic.net
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

RECENT REPORT

Recommendations
• Our goal should be to enable scholarship at the cutting edge of every
discipline, while getting as much value as possible from every dollar spent
on cyberinfrastructure.
• The CIC campuses are very richly endowed with cyberinfrastructure resources
but can be even more effective by adopting good practices that support
greater coordination at every level:
• Plan.
• Share (at the highest level possible).
• Design funding models that promote scholarship and stewardship.
• Rely on user governance.
• Conduct cyberinfrastructure impact analysis.
• Over the long run, these practices should help our institutions produce more
scholarship (learning and research) per dollar invested.
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

We should all currently be investing in:
• Preparing for federated identity management and other enabling technologies
for virtual organizations.
• Maintaining state-of-the-art communication networks.
• Providing institutional stewardship of research data.
• Consolidating computing resources while maintaining diverse architectures.
• Expanding cyberinfrastructure support to all disciplines.
• Exploring cloud computing to manage longterm financial commitments.
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

Cornell NSF Workshop on
Sustainable HPC

•https://mw1.osc.edu/
srcc/index.php/
Main_Page

D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

New University of Michigan IT Visioning, Planning, and
Governance Model
Note: Stewards, Service Providers, and
Members-at-Large have various
committees and mechanisms to engage
their respective communities

Regents

Stewards

President

IT Services Providers

University Executive Council for IT
Sullivan/Hanlon, Slottow, Pescovitz, Forrest

At Large Members

Learning & Teaching: D. Ball

ITS: L. Patterson

Knowledge Stewardship: P. Courant

MCIT: J. Dewitt
University
Information
Technology Council
Chair: D. Atkins

Research: D. Atkins
Health Care Delivery: A. Rosenburg
Information & Infrastructure Assurance: F. Jahanian

Academic Units IT: L. Johnson
3 Deans Reps: D. Munson, J. Wooliscroft., J. Penner-Hahn
2 Faculty Representatives at Large: Duderstadt + TBD

Administration: R. Miranda & L. Monts

Student Representative at Large: TBD

Sr. Staff Support: C. Wells

D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

Version of 4-25-2010

Mission Statement: UM Office of Research Cyberinfrastructure
(ORCI)

To create and nurture a modern,
fiscally responsible, and sustainable cyberinfrastructure (both
resources and services), intellectual capacity, and academic
environment in support of high-end computing- and dataintensive research activities that ensures UM leadership as a 21st
century research institution.

Adopted by ORCI Steering Committee, April xx

D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

The UM CIRRUS Research
Computing Project
• CIRRUS - Computation and
Information Resources (for) Research
as a Utility Service
• The centerpiece of our innovation in
the provisioning of research
cyberinfrastructure.
• Goal is to provide a portfolio of
integrated research computing
services that are mission effective,
financially efficient, and
environmentally friendly.
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

CIRRUS
Computation and
Information Resources (for)
Research as a Utility
Service

Part of NextGen Michigan Roadmap and Pending Investment Requests for IT Council
Consideration

Effective, Efficient, Ecological IT Strategy
CIRRUS Computational and Data Service
Off campus
TeraGrid
Azure

On campus
FLUX

Data
Stewardship
Services

Unit Specific
IT Housing
Needs

Blue Waters
Other

Data Center 1-2-3 Initiative

Modular Pod Housing

MACC
Rationalization

More
systematic
demand
forecasting &
management
for services
and data
center space

Enhanced
Collaboration
Services

Data Center
Consolidation
Pending Investment Requests

D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

DEA 3-22-10

Exploring Use of Pod Optimized Performance Datacenters

D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

https://research.umich.edu/blogs/ci/

ORCI Blog Site to Help Share Information and Build
Community

Compute capacity & Users @ UM

A Vision of HPC @ UM

Individual
Facilities

External
Cloud

FLUX

CIRRUS

Unit Facilities
time
From Sharon Glotzer with
modifications by Dan Atkins
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

Cyberinfrastructure Framework
for 21st Century Science & Engineering (CF21)
NSF-wide Cyberinfrastructure Vision
People, Sustainability, Innovation, Integration
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Five Challenges
 Computing

Technology

 Multicore:

processor is new transistor
 Programming model, fault tolerance, etc
 New models: clouds, grids, GPUs,… where appropriate
 Data,

provenance, and visualization

 Generating

more data than in all of human history: preserve, mine,

share?
 How do we create “data scientists”?
 Software
 Complex

applications on coupled compute-data-networked
environments, tools needed
 Modern apps: 106+ lines, many groups contribute, take decades

Five Crises con’t
 Organization

Science

for Multidisciplinary Computational

 “Universities must significantly change organizational structures:
multidisciplinary & collaborative research are needed [for US] to
remain competitive in global science”
 “Itself a discipline, computational science advances all science…
inadequate/outmoded structures within Federal government and
the academy do not effectively support this critical
multidisciplinary field”

 Education
 The

CI environment is becoming more complex and
more fundamental for research
 How do we develop a workforce to provide leadership,
expertise and support ?

Some observations
 Science

and Scholarship are team sports

Competitiveness and success will come to those who can put together the
best team, and can marshal the best resources and capabilities
 Collaboration/partnerships

will change significantly

Growth of dynamic coalitions and virtual organizations
International collaboration will become even more important
 Ownership

of data plus low cost distribution fuels growth and
number of data systems
Growth in both distributed systems and local systems
More people want to access more data
Federation and interoperability become more important

More observations
 More

discoveries will arise from search approaches

Mining vast amounts of new and disparate data
Collaboration and sharing of information
 Mobility

and personal control will continue to drive
innovation and business
 Gaming, virtual worlds, social networks will continue to
transform the way we do science, research, education and
business
 The Internet has collapsed six degrees of separation and is
creating a world with two or three degrees.

What is Needed?

An ecosystem, not just components…
NSF-wide CI
Framework for 21st
Century Science &
Engineering

People, Sustainability, Innovation, Integration

Cyberinfrastructure Ecosystem
Organizations
Expertise
Research and Scholarship
Education
Learning and Workforce Development
Interoperability and operations
Cyberscience

Computational
Resources
Supercomputers
Clouds, Grids, Clusters
Visualization
Compute services
Data Centers

Universities, schools
Government labs, agencies
Research and Medical Centers
Libraries, Museums
Virtual Organizations
Communities

Discovery
Collaboration
Education

Software
Applications, middleware
Software development and support
Cybersecurity: access, authorization,
authentication

Scientific Instruments
Large Facilities, MREFCs,telescopes
Colliders, shake Tables
Sensor Arrays
- Ocean, environment, weather,
buildings, climate. etc

Data
Databases, Data repositories
Collections and Libraries
Data Access; storage, navigation
management, mining tools,
curation

Networking
Campus, national, international networks
Research and experimental networks
End-to-end throughput
Cybersecurity

Maintainability, sustainability, and extensibility

Campus Bridging:
Craig Stewart, IU
(BIO)

Software: David
Keyes, Columbia/
KAUST (MPS)

ACCI Task Forces
 Completion

by end of year
 Advising NSF
 Conducting Workshop(s)
 Recommendations
 Input to NSF informs CF21
programs, 2011-12 CI Vision

Education & Workforce:
Alex Ramirez, CEOSE

Data & Viz: Tony
Hey, , Dan Atkins

Computing: Thomas
Zacharia, ORNL/UTK
(DOE)

Grand Challenge
Communities/VOs:
Tinsley Oden, Austin
(ENG)
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CF21 Impact on Data
 All

science is becoming data-dominated

Experiment, computation, theory
 Totally

new methodologies

Algorithms, mathematics
All disciplines from science and engineering to arts and
humanities
 End-to-end

networking becomes critical part of CI

ecosystem
 How do we train “data-intensive” scientists?
 Data policy and sustainability becomes critical!

US NSF Data and Visualization Strategy Task Force
Co-chairs Tony Hey and Dan Atkins; Member: Liz Lyon
•Charge: Examine the increasing importance of data and their
visualization in driving grand challenge science, engineering, education.
•Emphasis: Value of the data, complexity, and organic aspects. The role
of data in research, the value of of metadata and ontologies for
integration, etc.
•Goal: Catalyze a network of science and engineering data collections
that is open, extensible and sustainable. Enable multiple fields of
science and engineering research and education -- including new types
of data-driven computational science, interdisciplinary research and
cross-disciplinary education.
D. E. Atkins • atkins@umich.edu

12. Towards functionally complete, fourquadrant, research environments
Pursue capacity for collaborative, international, interdisciplinary team science to occur
routinely in “functionally complete, four-quadrant environments” built upon einfrastructure.
“A four-quadrant environment” refers to a blended virtual-physical environment in which
the activities of a group can flow easily between all four quadrants in a 2-by-2 matrix with
same versus different for the two dimensions of both time and place. It subsumes the
concept of virtual research environment.
“Functionally complete” means that the environment supports access to all the people,
the information and data services, the observatories and facilities, the computational
services, and the collaboration and communication services necessary for a scientific team
(or more generally, a community of practice) to carry out its work.

Four Quadrant Organizations (virtual + physical organizations) offer
additional modes of interaction between People, Information, and
Same

Time

University of Michigan

Same
Different

Geographic
Place

(synchronous)

Different

(asynchronous)

P: Physical mtgs
I: Print-on-paper
books, journals
F: Wet labs,
studios, shops

P: Shared
physical artifact
I: Library reserve
F: Time-shared
physical labs, ...

P: AV conference
I: Web search
F: Online
instruments

P: Email
I: Knowbots
F: Autonomous
observatories

Physical + Virtual,
Not Physical vs.
Virtual

P: people, I: information, F: facilities, instruments

Daniel E. Atkins
atkins@umich.edu

Need to discover how to best map collaborative workflows onto
various paths through these collaboration states.

Same
Different

Geographic
Place

Same

University of Michigan

Time

Different

(synchronous)

(asynchronous)

P: Physical mtgs
I: Print-on-paper books,
journals
F: Physical labs,
studios, shops

P: Shared physical
artifact
I: Digital libraries
F: Time-shared physical
labs, ...

P: AV conference
I: Web search
F: Online instruments

P: Email
I: Knowbots
F: Autonomous
observatories

P: people, I: information, F: facilities, instruments

Daniel E. Atkins
atkins@umich.edu

Beyond Being There:
A Blueprint for
Advancing the
Design, Development,
and Evaluation of
Virtual Organizations
Available at:
www.ci.uchicago.edu/
events/VirtOrg2008/

CF21 Impact on Virtual Organizations
 What

constitutes effective virtual organizations? How do they
enhance research and education; what about production and
innovation?
 Multi–disciplinary approach
 Anthropology, complexity sciences, CS, decision and management sciences, economics,
engineering, organization theory, organizational behavior, social and industrial
psychology, public administration, sociology
 Broad

variety of qualitative and quantitative methods

 Ethnographies, surveys, simulation studies, experiments, comparative case studies,
network analyses.
 Grounded

in theory, rooted in empirical methods

What Can JISC and CNI
Independently and Together Do
to Help?

Discussion & Questions

e-Science

